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About This Game

HexUp is a puzzle game, where the player must activate all the Hexagons to proceed and then activate the final and the most
important Hexagon which will stop the activity of the everything else. This game will help you focus, think and relax. Simple

and pleasant challenges will distract you from the rush of modern world, while not making the playthrough unnecessarily
difficult. It's a good choice for when you need to brighten up the evening after school or work.
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I have so far gotten 5 tickets from stepping on the grass.. This was one of my favorite games growing up, and although this
review is nostalgia-fueled, I do believe that this is a great platformer that still holds up well with modern games in the genre.
When I first played this game after so many years, I was surprised to hear music and sound effects. I only had an internal
speaker back in the day (beep boop!) I love it, grab this game for a decent challenge. It had fantastic framerate for it's time I
might add.. I like this. Only improvement suggestion would be some terrain that could fit buildings from different terrain types.
I ran out of some slots for some special buildings.. Weird, but good.. Not possible to play without a controller.
Terrible Camera controls.
Starting camera position sucks.
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An amazing vn about queer ladies in space that made me feel sad in a good way. A strange game that will put you in an awkward
position - as an invalid on a wheelchair. The game tells about the difficulties that people overcome every day, teaches treating
disabled people as ordinary people. The game throws you into the most unusual places, each level as a new challenge. Willy-
nilly, you think that the most ordinary things - it seems not so simple when you are on a wheelchair.
Love that experience.. This game doesn't have many reviews so I figure it can use another recommendation. This game is much
like the old NES game Battle of Olympus that I played as a kid. If you played that at any point and enjoyed it you may wanna
pick this one up too. Just be prepared to be as frustrated lol.. I wanna preface this with I've never played a surveillance game
(looking at you five nights series) in my life. So this was my first one. To be brutally honest I was shockingly impressed and had
a ton of fun. I think the fact that I was playing with chat who could help me catch stuff I missed made it very fun to play.
Honestly for the price don't walk into this expecting anything more than surveillance, but if you've got a keen eye and loads of
patience you'll be surprised how many times the game can spook you. It's also worth mentioning that the game is very tough, I
don't think I cleared it even once.

Here's my gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/DkkF7vvZVBQ. The game is awesome, keep you up all the time in. if you are not a
rage quitter you going to love this game ;). I LOVE THIS. Imagine if Tim Buckley made a sequel to Freddi Fish, but was
somehow less than the sum of its parts. This game gave me the feeling of childhood.

Thank you very much for the author.
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